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Introduction
The Institute for Applied Geophysics and Geothermal Energy
is an associated institute of the E.ON Energy Research Center.
Our main research foci are numerical reservoir simulation,
petrophysics, and applied geophysical imaging of the shallow
subsurface with electromagnetic methods. We combine highperformance numerical process simulations with petrophysical
data measured in the laboratory and in boreholes. Applications
are manifold and include geological reservoir engineering for
geothermal energy, geological CO2 storage, and hydrological
applications. The team consists of about 20 people, from which
scientists (Postdoctoral researchers, PhD students) represent
three quarters and administrative and technical staff represent
one quarter.

Education

Petrophysics

At RWTH Aachen University, we contribute to the Bachelor and
Master programs in Applied Geosciences and Georesources
Management. Courses comprise lectures, exercises, seminars
and ﬁeld trips. Together with the technical European universities
ETH Zurich and TU Delft, partners within the IDEA League, we
offer the international joint M.Sc. Program in Applied Geophysics
(idealeague.org/geophysics).

A good knowledge of rock properties is essential for the evaluation of ﬁeld and borehole data and as input for reservoir simulations. Therefore, we operate laboratory equipment and develop
processing techniques to quantify physical rock properties at in
situ pressure and temperature and ambient conditions including
hydraulic permeability, porosity, P- and S-wave velocities, magnetic susceptibility, as well as electrical and thermal conductivity
and speciﬁc heat capacity.

Numerical Reservoir Simulation
High-performance numerical simulation is one of our most important tools for predicting the long-term behavior of reservoirs
for geothermal energy and CO2 storage for example. We apply
commercial software and develop specialized in-house codes
for ﬂow and transport computations as well as inverse modeling including uncertainty estimation and risk assessment. The
projects are usually realized in collaboration with other institutes,
industry or research centers and ﬁnanced by national and European third-party funds.

Applied Geophysics
To image structures and processes within the subsurface, we
are equipped with various measurement techniques in applied
geophysics. Our ﬁeld equipment comprises instruments for seismic, electrical resistivity, induced polarization, nuclear magnetic
resonance, and magnetic measurements. These methods can
be applied from the Earth’s surface in a noninvasive manner and
are used for various environmental applications and teaching. If
boreholes are available, we also have the capabilities to measure
Pressure-Temperature-Salinity (P-T-Sal), spectral & total gamma
ray, slimhole induction, sonic velocity, caliper, and gamma density.
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